Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to give a proof to the equivalence of the derived category of holonomic systems and that of constructible sheaves.
Let X be a paracompact complex manifold and let ® x and 0 x be the sheaf of differential operators and holomorphic functions, respectively.
We denote by Mod(^z) the abelian category of left ^^-Modules and by D(^) its derived category. Let ~D^(^x) denote the full sub-category of D (^z) consisting of bounded complexes whose cohomology groups are regular holonomic ( [KK] ).
By replacing @ x with @*x, the sheaf of differential operators of infinite order, and "regular holonomic" with "holonomic," we similarly define Mod(^J), D(SJ) and DU^*)-Let us denote by Mod(X) the category of sheaves of C-vector spaces on X and by D(X) its derived category. We denote by Dc(-X) the full sub -category of D(X) consisting of bounded complexes whose cohomology groups are constructible.
Let us define by Jx = @x® ®x Q x , Jl} DR X : Jf
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem. By J* DR X , DR X , D r b h (S z ), Dl (@ x ) and DS(X) are equivalent.
This result was announced in [K] . Mebkout [Me] gave another proof to this theorem. 0. 2. In [KK] , we have already shown that J x gives an equivalence and that DR X is fully faithful; i.e. for any Jt\ -^"' e Dj h ( ^x) > we have (F, 94x) is not an exact functor, Jtfbm(F\ S^f'O is not welldefined. Therefore, we have to modify Jfom(*, @d). 0. 6. Let M be a real analytic manifold and @£ M the sheaf of distributions on M. A sheaf F of C7-vector spaces on M is called J2-constructible, if there exists a sub-analytic (see [HI] (Q, Jt?om c (F, £^M) \ 9 belongs to F (Q, TH(F)} if, for any relatively compact open sub-analytic subset U of Q and s^F (U, F) there exists u^F(M, S/ M ) such that u\ v = <p (s) .
Then it turns out that F^>TH(F) is an exact functor in F.
0.7. Let Xbe a complex manifold. We shall define ¥ x : D c b (X) °->Dr h (^jf), which will be an inverse of DR X°* , as follows. For F'e D£(X), we shall take a bounded complex G\ quasi-isomorphic to F\ such that G 3 is 1^-constructible for any j. We define W X (F') as the
Dolbeaut complex with TH(G') as coefficients

TH(G') (^-
Since TH(*} is an exact functor, ¥ x is well-defined. Once we introduced W x , it is not difficult to show that W x and DR x o* are an inverse to each other. The main idea is to reduce the problem to a simple case by using Hironaka's desingularization theorem.
0. 8. The plan of this article is as follows. §1 is the preparation to §2, where we shall study the properties of jR-constructible sheaves. In §3 we define the functor TH. Its properties are studied in §4. In §5, we review the theory of regular holonomic systems. In §6 we announce the statement of our main theorem and §7 is devoted to its proof. In §8 we shall give some applications. § 1. Constructible Sheaves on a Semi-Simpllcial Complex 1. Oo In the later section, we treat constructible sheaves on a complex manifold. However, constructible sheaves are not easy objects to manipulate. To avoid this difficulty, we study J2-constructible sheaves (Def. 2. 6) on its underlying real analytic manifold. This section is the preliminary to study jR-constructible sheaves.
1. 1. In this paper, a simplicial complex £f -(S, J) means the following:^ consists of two data, a set S and a set A of subsets of 5, which satisfy the following axioms:
(1. 1. 1) Any a of A is a non-empty finite subset of S.
(1. 1.2) If T is a non-empty subset of an element a of A, then r belongs to A.
( Also, we have, for any (7, r^J, Proof. For 0<^£<^1, we set 7 e = {££!£; e^^^l}, and define the map 7r e from I e X U(a) into C/(a) by; for any t^I e and y^U(a)
Then it is easy to see that TT £ is a continuous map from I e X £/(</) Proof. Let us consider the diagram
Since F(U(a) ; *) is an exact functor on S-Const(^), the top row is exact. Since the homomorphism a(F) (U(a)) ->F(U(a}) is surjective, the bottom row is also exact. Then the surjectivity of implies the desired result. Q. E. D.
Lemma 1. 1. If F is S-constructible, then s(F): fi(F)->F is an isomorphism.
Proof. Both F and f)(F) are S-constructible and hence it is sufficient to show that for any a^A, F(U(a} ; s(F) ) is an isomorphism (Proposition 1.4). This is a consequence of the preceding lemma.
Q.E.D. Lemma 1. 6. implies immediately the following- 
The exact sequence (1.3.2) gives the exact sequence 
Remark, The category S-Const(^) is equivalent to the category jtf of covariant functors from A into the category of vector spaces. Here A is regarded as the category as follows: Hom(<r, r)=0 if G(£.T and HomCo", r) consists of the single element if aCr. The functor from S-ConstC^)-^^ is given by F^[o*-*F(U(ff))}.
The converse functor ^f-^S-Const(^) is constructed as follows: for an object F(a) of J/ 3 we define two homomorphisms / and g from ®F(a) UM into T-3G U(0} by F( (7) 
is an equivalence.
Proof. In order to prove this, we have to show the following two statements.
First we shall prove the statement (a). Let F' be an object of D«_ C (M). We may assume from the beginning that F n = Q for n<0 and that all F n are flabby. Since all tf*(F') are 12-constructible and ^f n (F') =0 except for a finite many Since rlP" are flabby, Proposition 1.
Thus we obtain (a). Now, we shall prove (b). Then we have the diagram:
Theorem 1. 10 implies that u is an isomorphism. Hence w is surjective. Now, we shall prove that w is injective. Let <p be an element of
plexes, which give (p. Hence by replacing G with G'", we may assume from the beginning that <p is given by a homomorphism of complexes from F' into G', which we shall denote by the same letter This notion is a generalization of tempered distributions studied by Martineau [Ma] , Lojasiewicz [L] , • • • . An original notion of a tempered distribution is a distribution u on R n which satisfies the condition:
Here, C~(R n ) denotes the space of C°°-functions on R n with compact support. If we compactify R n to S n by adding one point, then this notion is equivalent to saying that u is continued to a distribution defined on S n .
As a generalization of this, we arrive to the definition of tempered homomorphisms (Def. 3. 13). 
t7). (iii)
There exist a positive C and positive integers m and r such that Proof. This theorem follows from the following two lemmas.
Lemma 3. 19. Let <p: F->G be a surjective homomorphism of R-const ructible sheaves F and G and let (p be a section of If <p°<p belongs to TH(F), then <p belongs to TH(G).
Lemma 3. 20. Let <p\ F->G be an injective homomorphism of R-const ructible sheaves F and G. Then TH(G)->TH(F} is surjective.
In order to prove Lemma 3. 19 we prepare the following lemma. 
Since (/>o<p belongs to TH(F},<j)(s) \ v . = (j)(<p(tj}) is tempered for any j. Hence 0(s) is
tempered by Theorem 3. 6. Thus Lemma 3. 19 is proved.
Next we shall prove Lemma 3. 20. In order to prove this lemma, it is sufficient to show the surjectivity of the map (p* : F(M', T/f(G)) ->F(M; TH(F)). Let <p be an element of T(M; Tff(F)). Let us take a simplicial complex ^ = (S, £) and a homeomorphism c: \£f\-> M satisfying (3.4.2) and (3.4.3). Let sf be the set of (F, 0 7 )» where F x is a subsheaf of G such that c~lF' is 5-constructible and <p' is an element of F(M\ TH(F')). We introduce the order on stf as follows: CF, (p'X(F\ <p"} if and only if F"Z)F' and ^'=^| F/ .
We shall prove first that jtf is inductively ordered. Let s$' -{(Fi, ^)} be a linearly ordered subset of ,</. Set F* = \J F» Then, it is clear that c~lF' is an 5-constructible sheaf, and there exists a unique element <f >' <=F ' 
'(s) =<^(s) is a tempered distribution. This shows that <f >' belongs to TH(F").
This (F, 0') is clearly a supremum of £$' and hence J/ is inductively ordered. Therefore by Zorn's lemma there exists a maximal element (F, ^') of ^ such that (F, ^')>(F ^)-In order to prove Lemma 3. 20, it is sufficient to show G = F'.
For this purpose, we shall prove F'(c(U(a))) =G(c(U(0))) for any a. Let 5 be an element of G(X[/(»)).
Let s be the section of G/F over c(U(a)} which corresponds to 5 and let Z be the support of s. Then we have the exact sequence 
here C c(U (a»~z->F' is given by * | £(Z7(0)) _ Z and C i(U(a »-Z -^C i(U(a » is the canonical injection. Then the distribution u=<f>' (s c(U(a »-z) is a tempered distribution, and hence there exists a tempered distribution u defined on c(U(o}} such that u \ t (u(<f»-z= ~u-
)). Thus we have proved F'(c(U(a))) =G(t(U(a'))) for any o-eJ. Then G=F'
follows from Proposition 1. 4. This completes the proof of Lemma 3. 20, and also the proof of Theorem 3. 18.
Proposition 3. 22. IfZ is a closed subanalytic subset of M, and if F is an R-constructible sheaf on M, then we have r z (TH(F))=TH(F z ).
Proof. Let us consider the exact sequence r\
TT* 771
Thus we obtain an exact sequence 
Proof. The multiplication map by / on TH(Fjj) is evidently bijective and hence the homomorphism TH(F)->TH(Fii) decomposes Since TH(F)-^TH(F U ) is surjective, TH(F) f -*TH(F n ) is surjective. Now, we shall prove that TH(F) f~^T H(F u ) is bijective. Since
TH is an exact functor, we may assume without loss of generality, that F has the form C z for a closed subanalytic set Z. In this case, the proposition follows from the fact that for any distribution u supported on /"HO) is annihilated by a power of/.
Q. E. D.
3. 5, We shall denote by D(^M) the derived category of the category Mod(^M) of @M~ Modules. Since TH(*} is an exact contravariant functor from Jg-Const(M) into Mod(^M), this gives a contravariant functor
By Theorem 2. 8, D b CR-Const(M)) is equivalent to D^_ C (M). Thus we obtain the functor
RTH :D^_ C (M)->D(^M).
By this construction, for any FeOb(D^_ c (M)), RTH(F'} = TH(G'),
where G" is a bounded complex of fg-constructible sheaves which is quasi-isomorphic to F'.
When we want to emphasize the manifold M, we shall write RTH M (*} for fi 77100. 
Then we have a canonical isomorphism in L
Here (X) denotes the left derived functor of (X).
®M ®M
The proof of this theorem will be given in §4. 5- §4. 11 in three steps. In §4. 5, we treat the case when / is an embedding and in §4. 6- §4. 10 the case when / is of maximal rank. Finally we shall complete the proof of Theorem 4. 1 in §4. 11.
4. 4. Before entering into the proof of the theorem, we shall remark the following thing. If we denote by £8 the sheaf of hyperfuiictions It is easy to see that the image is contained in TH N (f l F) and hence we obtain the homomorphism If we take such a G' and a quasi-isomorphism F'-»G", then we have Rf* (F'} ^Rf^(G') ^/*G'. Thus we obtain the homomorphism Jf as the composition of
It is a routine to show that thus obtained homomorphism (4. 8. 4) does not depend on the choice of G" and a quasi-isomorphism F'->G", and we omit the proof. 4. 9. We shall prove that (4. 8. 4) is a quasi-isomorphism. In order to see this, we shall reduce the problem to a special case. For this purpose w r e remark the following things. . We omit the % proof of this.
By these three remarks we can reduce the problem when M= RxN and / is the projection.
4. 10 e Now, we shall prove that (4. 8. 4) is an isomorphism when M=RxN and /is the projection. By Lemma 4,4, we may assume that F = Cz for a closed subanalytic subset Z of M such that Z{\f~l(x) is contractible for any #e/(Z). Now, we may assume further Set Z ± ={(t, ;r)eM; |*|^1 and there exists s^R such that (s, a;) and ±T hen we have Z + nZ_=Z, and Z+UZ-= [0, 1] X/(Z). Hence, in order to show that (4.8.4) is isomorphic for F=C Z , it is sufficient to prove this for F = C Z+ , C z _ and C z+ uz_> Hence, we may assume further that ZD {0} X/(Z). Thus, the problem is reduce to the following lemma. is an isomorphism for any 12-constructible sheaf F. We may assume that M is oriented. Let us take a point x of M, and we shall prove that is a quasi-isomorphism. Let / be the map from M onto the manifold pt consisting of the single point. 4. 13. Now, we shall prove Lemma 4. 4. This is a corollary of §1.4, §1.5 and the following theorem (Hironaka [H] [KK] , [K] . Let X be a complex manifold and 0 x the sheaf of holomorphic functions on X. Let ^ x (iii) For a coherent ^x-Module ^, we donote by Ch(^f) the support of 0 T * x (x) gr Jl where gr Jl denotes @Jl j/Jt ; -_i for a good filtration ®x of Jl. Since Ch Jl does not depend on the choice of good filtration and since a coherent ^^-Module has locally a good filtration, Ch(^) is a well-defined closed homogeneous analytic sub variety of T* X. We call Ch(^) the characteristic variety of Jl. It is shown that the characteristic variety is always involutive (Theorem 5.3.2 [SKK] ), and in particular its dimension is equal to or larger than the dimension of X. (see [SKK] 5. 5 0 We denote by @x the sheaf of linear differential operators of infinite order (see [SKK] In particular for any holonomic S z -Module Jl (not necessarily regular), there exists a regular holonomic S z -Module Jl' (unique up to an isomorphism) such that &*x®J{ is isomorphic to § 6. Statement of the Main Theorem 6. 1. Let X be a paracompact complex manifold of dimension n, X R the underlying real analytic manifold and X the complex conjugate of X. Thus, by the diagonal map X R ->XxX, XxX is regarded as a complexification of X R . The ring J$x R (resp. @x^) coincides with the restriction of ® x *x (resp. &xxx^-By this, we regard @ x and @ x as a sub-Ring of @ XR . For a ^^-Module Jt, Rtfom®^® x , Jf} is quasi-isomorphic to the Dolbeaut complex with Jl as coefficients:
q} is the sheaf of (p, q) -forms, w r ith real analytic function R as coefficients. Here D(S^) is the derived category of the abelian category of
where G' is a complex of 12-constructible sheaves on X R , which is quasi-isomorphic to F'. We sometimes denote by the same letter W x the functor R JfomgAO x , RTH(*)) from V\-C (X R }° to
In the sequel, we omit the subscript X if there is no afraid of confusion. However, the latter follows easily from the first. In order to show this, let F' be an object of D b (X). We have
Main
Here we used Proposition 1. 4. 6. [KK] and the fact that W(F) (S*)). On the other hand, we have 
On the other hand, we have
The following lemma follows immediately from Proposition 5. 3. 7. 3. Now, we shall prove Proposition 6. 2. By the standard argument using Lemma 7.3, it is enough to show V X (F) <=Ob(Dr h (^z)) for any constructive sheaf F. We shall prove this by the induction of the dimension of the closure Z of the support of F.
Let Z Q be a nowhere dense closed analytic subset of Z such that (7.3. 1) F \z-z Q is locally constant.
By the hypothesis of the induction, V f x(Fz Q ) belongs to Drh(^z)-Hence by using Lemma 7. 3, we may assume F ZQ = 0 without loss of generality. Let /: X'-*X be a projective map satisfying the following conditions (7.3.3) X' is non-singular and f(X')=Z.
is a normally crossing hypersurface of X'.
Such an / is obtained by a succession of blowing up's by Hironaka's desingularization theorem [HI] . Let Y be the union of the support of Jl' and its complex conjugate. Then by the desingularization of Hironaka, there exist locally a real analytic manifold M', a complexification X' of M', a holomorphic map /: X'->X and a nowhere dense analytic subset Z of Y satisfying the following conditions. 
